Dallas County Law Library Print Resources

The Dallas County Law Library holds over 4000 legal titles in print. The book collection, while non-circulating, has been available to the public since the current library was built in 1965. The current collection holds 4000 volumes of federal, state and local legal reference sources.

What resources can you access in the library?

The Dallas County Law Library has a comprehensive collection of the Texas codes, legislative history materials, legal treatises, looseleafs and self-help guides. The library has a complete set of current Vernon’s Texas Code, as well as historical volume dating to the 1960’s. Our holdings of Texas statutes dates back to 1928 and Laws of Texas to Vol. 1, 1822.

The Law Library’s current collection also includes Texas Jurisprudence 3, Texas Digest 2 and Matthew Bender looseleaf sets such as Texas Litigation Guide, Texas Transaction Guide, and Texas Torts and Remedies. Single volume titles include O’Connor’s, State Bar of Texas, West forms books and other practice guides.

The general collection is built on the complete United States Code Annotated. General sets such as Federal Practice and Procedure, Restatements of the Law and West’s Legal Forms are balanced out with specific topic sets such as Collier on Bankruptcy, Immigration Law and Procedure, Nimmer on Copyright and Larson’s Worker’s Comp. In addition to, How to Do Your Own Divorce in Texas, Every Tenant’s Legal Guide and How to File for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy. The library also subscribes to the local Daily Commercial Record.
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How to Recover Attorneys’ Fees in Texas
2022
TREY COX & JASON DENNIS

Texas Legal Malpractice & Lawyer Discipline
20th Edition
2021
CHARLES E HERRING, JR.
JASON M. PANZER
LEAH TURNER
AND MANY MORE!

LAW LIBRARY CATALOG

LEXIS NEXIS DIGITAL LIBRARY